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2. Yes I can choose a best value for $k$ according to my plot. Using the elbow method I was able to determine that 9 was my optimal $k$ value because at the elbow point of the plot, I am not making any more substantial lower of the cost while using a large amount of time for this little improvement. Furthermore at this point I could be beginning to overfit the data as I increase $K$ so that each centroid has fewer points which it must balance between.

3. **Lists of Countries by Centroid:**

Vincent and the Grenadines', 'Sao Tome and Principe', 'Seychelles', 'Slovakia', 'Solomon Islands', 'Suriname', 'Trinidad and Tobago', 'Turkey', 'Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)]


4: ['Austria', 'Belgium', 'Canada', 'Denmark', 'Finland', 'France', 'Germany', 'Iceland', 'Liechtenstein', 'Luxembourg', 'Netherlands', 'New Zealand', 'Norway', 'Sweden', 'Switzerland', 'United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland', 'United States of America'],

5: ['Democratic People's Republic of Korea', 'Eritrea', 'Iraq', 'Lebanon', 'Libya', 'Oman', 'Republic of Korea', 'Syrian Arab Republic', 'Yemen', 'Palestine (State of)'],


8: ['Morocco']

The difference from the average for all centroids. Positive means they care more than average, negative means they care less than the average.

{0: {'Freedom from discrimination and persecution': 0.0010949948826035061, 'Access to clean water and sanitation': -0.0055802781229981752, 'Phone and internet access': -0.0049168766349470296, 'Better transport and roads': -0.0073545842888395122, 'Protection against crime and violence': 0.013131901101316235, 'Action taken on climate change': 0.0021019518537152213, 'Equality between men and women': -0.0019530005369629219, 'Reliable energy at home': -0.0050949948826035061, 'Protecting forests rivers and oceans': 0.013567899740819254, 'Better healthcare': 0.0013280410247308305, 'Political freedoms': -0.0051755532482569908, 'Better job opportunities': -0.0013612292223892375, 'Affordable and
nutritious food': 0.016828338935321596, 'A responsive government we can trust': 0.0073562936334152229, 'A good education': -0.00494736845817495, "Support for people who can't work": -0.0083328854975252969,
1: {'Freedom from discrimination and persecution': -0.012087230660821284, 'Access to clean water and sanitation': -0.004192649046829186, 'Phone and internet access': 0.0049207879425841239, 'Better transport and roads': 0.008551684148851886, 'Protection against crime and violence': -0.0063556440901227501, 'Action taken on climate change': -0.015635915233164963, 'Equality between men and women': -0.0076549564780778734, 'Reliable energy at home': 0.0012710693055076536, 'Protecting forests rivers and oceans': -0.023155164249779779, 'Better healthcare': 0.018138359839398682, 'Political freedoms': -0.008408850576032724, 'Better job opportunities': 0.031881128054259383, 'Affordable and nutritious food': -0.001581483485742744, 'A responsive government we can trust': -0.013286720858318432, 'A good education': 0.014141169288892586, "Support for people who can't work": 0.013454371448150988},
2: {'Freedom from discrimination and persecution': -0.0039198727974768463, 'Access to clean water and sanitation': -0.022090782779895859, 'Phone and internet access': 2.8786381920796467e-05, 'Better transport and roads': 0.019854696868558556, 'Protection against crime and violence': -0.0036432957816527473, 'Action taken on climate change': -0.0071455203608567497, 'Equality between men and women': -0.007422419648634278, 'Reliable energy at home': -0.0047337340187517916, 'Protecting forests rivers and oceans': 0.0025201824808566523, 'Better healthcare': 0.013203950658087563, 'Political freedoms': -0.0025499841030916122, 'Better job opportunities': 0.015297530349462699, 'Affordable and nutritious food': -0.011153756336737604, 'A responsive government we can trust': 0.0069890465381249184, 'A good education': 0.0024634946058870316, "Support for people who can't work": 0.0020066930166798766},
3: {'Freedom from discrimination and persecution': -0.0029803853668152192, 'Access to clean water and sanitation': 0.0062211611850556681, 'Phone and internet access': 0.0047744293246677547, 'Better transport and roads': 0.0029176024059055228, 'Protection against crime and violence': -0.0015571413433194264, 'Action taken on climate change': -0.006473460056380477, 'Equality between men and women': -0.0023427481826109181, 'Reliable energy at home': 0.0029981314957609959, 'Protecting forests rivers and oceans': -0.013663795328634161, 'Better healthcare': 0.0044821379613213808, 'Political freedoms': 0.0016936689544821276, 'Better job opportunities': 0.00021876411059607026, 'Affordable and nutritious food': -0.002960320521422477, 'A responsive government we can trust': -0.0025516568976432508, 'A good education': 0.0059538252825713373, "Support for people who can't work": 0.003269786976497698},
4: {'Freedom from discrimination and persecution': 0.021139016750257138, 'Access to clean water and sanitation': 0.02302427207286295, 'Phone and internet access': -0.012895091502495876, 'Better transport and roads': -0.023532906881818708, 'Protection against crime and violence': -0.0082313420847154872, 'Action taken on climate change': 0.030730789321659263, 'Equality between men and women': 0.021050230927725448, 'Reliable energy at home': -0.0079621321793743079, 'Protecting forests rivers and oceans': 0.023167454639129663, 'Better healthcare': -0.028489078319276814, 'Political freedoms':
0.016095152153099229, 'Better job opportunities': -0.041296362244282382, 'Affordable and nutritious food': 0.010231450273250633, 'A responsive government we can trust': 0.00031400560481412154, 'A good education': -0.0059222455136701824, "Support for people who can't work": -0.017693213017085489,
5: ['Freedom from discrimination and persecution': 0.015044865510545381, 'Access to clean water and sanitation': -0.013866255180875471, 'Phone and internet access': 0.0013736409664141316, 'Better transport and roads': 0.00094152060512187746, 'Protection against crime and violence': 0.015379137132783924, 'Action taken on climate change': -0.019355839638308964, 'Reliability between men and women': 0.00484633333178954474, 'Reliable energy at home': 0.0089061347648209943, 'Protecting forests rivers and oceans': -0.015098575972544465, 'Better healthcare': -0.011809180882538003, 'Political freedoms': 0.010426167387253937, 'Better job opportunities': 0.0041331586932593783, 'Affordable and nutritious food': -0.0091209943043076142, 'A good education': -0.014366383208139013, 'Protecting health': -0.0046966799834892882, 'A good education': 0.008288694435345377, 'Affordable and nutritious food': -0.01342245485985613, 'A good education': -0.0142245845368265, 'Phone and internet access': 0.0190679855754504, 'Better transport and roads': 0.013227609767332789, 'Protection against crime and violence': -0.012909348785308805, 'Action taken on climate change': 0.003643421372846705, 'Reliability between men and women': 0.003448804914079999, 'Reliable energy at home': 0.01075671269183371, 'Protecting forests rivers and oceans': -0.0032640244123235546, 'Better healthcare': -0.01248451513545891, 'Political freedoms': 0.010923623208782124, 'Better job opportunities': -0.009034185950156981, 'Affordable and nutritious food': -0.0013002275377103495, 'A responsive government we can trust': -0.007146375235735782, 'A good education': -0.015869190224958932, "Support for people who can't work": 0.0088325715588500886, 7: ['Freedom from discrimination and persecution': 0.0023679960817553636, 'Access to clean water and sanitation': 0.0184097427012844149, 'Phone and internet access': -0.014692128319610871, 'Better transport and roads': -0.016361809907267617, 'Protection against crime and violence': -0.0019734502537160914, 'Action taken on climate change': 0.016627406951131032, 'Equality between men and women': -0.00031425316466153486, 'Reliable energy at home': -0.0006682209151440633, 'Protecting forests rivers and oceans': 0.017384278743925514, 'Better healthcare': -0.0046966799834930184, 'Political freedoms': -0.007083416518160594, 'Better job opportunities': -0.016915320225240643, 'Affordable and nutritious food': 0.012791554684742384, 'A responsive government we can trust': 0.0050758067346132474, 'A good education': 0.0034709482734892882, "Support for people who can't work": -0.01342245485985613, 8: ['Freedom from discrimination and persecution': 0.008288694435345377, 'Access to clean water and sanitation': 0.029727731536004137, 'Phone and internet access': -0.014426008679295874, 'Better transport and roads': 0.032904171129341887, 'Protection against crime and violence': 0.052578686209813916, 'Action taken on climate change': -0.020631355634828964, 'Equality between men and women': 0.04863605737062545, 'Reliable energy at home': -0.014366383208139013, 'Protecting forests rivers and oceans':
-0.001960805819764607, 'Better healthcare': -0.015839150911517996, 'Political freedoms': -0.017017424918336063, 'Better job opportunities': 0.017289319623429375, 'Affordable and nutritious food': -0.036411014083837609, 'A responsive government we can trust': -0.035398317083791764, 'A good education': -0.065198430470740754, "Support for people who can't work": 0.031824230504790982)}

These clusters are reasonably well balanced with all of the clusters except for cluster 8 having roughly the same number of countries. Furthermore the countries in these clusters are definitely related. 2 examples of this are clusters 2 and 4. In cluster 2 nearly half of the countries were formerly part of the USSR. In cluster 4 every single country can be considered ideologically as part of "the west" and every country with the exceptions of the US, Canada, and New Zealand are European countries. Next I returned the distances from each part of the cluster centers to the mean. Negative values denote that an issue is less important while positive values denote that an issue is more important. Because cluster 8 only had 1 country, it had more extreme differences from the mean. Apart from that it is pretty easy to see which clusters are developing or are in difficult climates (island countries are generally more worried about transport and roads because of big storms and such as shown by cluster 1 which has many island countries).

4. I am going to be looking at the Centroid of Iceland, a country which has political stability and extensive government services but poor infrastructure on account of the harsh climate and a economy that was affected more than most countries by the 2008 recession. Furthermore Iceland is an island country in a very cold climate.

Iceland is in centroid 4 with the following countries: 'Austria', 'Belgium', 'Canada', 'Denmark', 'Finland', 'France', 'Germany', 'Iceland', 'Liechtenstein', 'Luxembourg', 'Netherlands', 'New Zealand', 'Norway', 'Sweden', 'Switzerland', 'United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland', 'United States of America'. These countries are nearly all wealthy western European countries with the exceptions of the United States, Canada, and New Zealand. The main concerns of this group is action on climate change, protecting forests oceans and rivers, and freedom from discrimination and persecution. These issues, especially the first 2, seem very fitting for Europe and North America at this time as such economically and politically stable nations are not worried about utilities and commodities and are more worried about the consequences of energy consumption and urbanization. There aren’t any surprises in this region as the all countries in this group are wealthy democracies with a very very high concentration placed in Europe (only 3 exceptions).